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Die phantastische Geschichte einer großen Suche: Das letzte Einhorn, ein Geschöpf von
ursprünglicher Anmut, verläßt seinen in ewigem Frühling blühenden Fliederwald, begibt sich auf
die Landstraße, dringt in die Zeit, um das Schicksal seiner entschwundenen Artgenossen zu
erkunden. Auf der abenteuerlichen day trip wird es begleitet von Schmendrick, einem
drittklassigen Zauberer, und von Molly Grue, der ehemaligen Lagergefährtin eines verhinderten
Edelräubers. Das seltsame Trio muß bald erkennen, daß die Erkundungsfahrt nicht ohne Kampf
und äußerste Gefahr beendet werden kann. Es gilt, dem Roten Stier zu begegnen, der unter
König Haggards verfluchtem Schlosse haust...
so i set the temper for rereading The final Unicorn by means of placing jointly a nifty mixture
Das Letzte Einhorn (The Last Unicorn #1) of woodstock period classics, seriously that includes
the likes of jethro tull & canned warmth & richie havens & loads of early red floyd. i wear my
comfortable clothes. i brewed a few tea. i picked my sunniest room and my cat - sensing my
temper - snuggled in close. however, i didn't smoke any weed. might be this used to be my
mistake? nonetheless, the temper was once Das Letzte Einhorn (The Last Unicorn #1) certainly
set and the joy rapidly commenced.this is a pleasant little book. it is candy and cheeky and
entire of one of those idealistic purity. Das Letzte Einhorn (The Last Unicorn #1) it's very counterculture in its quiet way. i used to be reminded consistently of items like Harold & Maude and
King of Hearts and the Yellow Submarine and Jonathan Livingston Seagull. and of laying out at
the grass with my pals in the course of university within the 90s, fortunately on medicinal drugs
and conversing approximately life. it made me examine plant life and sunshine and animals that
i like. this is often in no way a trippy book, however it is a pleasantly mellow one in tone and
outlook. the writing is in a similar fashion hot and fuzzy. characterization is relaxed; dwelling
metaphors for freedom & authority & purity & greed & adventure are combined and coupled in a
loose, breathable fashion. the total pastime is what one might name a hot and human
experience. i will be able to see why this booklet has such a lot Das Letzte Einhorn (The Last
Unicorn #1) of admirers and why it has it seems that by no means been out of print. interpreting
it's like examining a contemporary delusion - it feels immediately classic, immediately timeless.
and optimistically its attractive messages approximately existence and the way to dwell it is
going to by no means exit of style.my favourite components got here early after which on the
very end. the ultimate standoff among our heroes and the purple Bull used to be rather well
performed and certainly gripping. even larger used to be the time spent in Mommy Fortuna's
terrible caravan. that used to be awesome! the descriptions of the several ensorcelled beasts,
the dreaming spider, Schmendrick's introduction, Mommy Fortuna herself (such a toxic but quite
unhappy & pathetic character), Mommy Fortuna as outdated Age, and naturally the terrifying,
brilliantly rendered harpy... all rather delectable.it's fascinating to me to contemplate my diverse
reactions to the book: now and then. "then" used to be again in junior high, i think. i enjoyed
Schmendrick and located Molly Grue to be an annoying, tedious character. regardless of her, i
enjoyed the publication from starting to end. the wonderful thing about its final which means
(whatever which may were to my 14-year outdated self) had me considering existence and the
way to stay it. many, decades later - yesterday! - i discovered Schmendrick to be exceptionally

demanding and Molly Grue to be the key hero of the novel. this grouchy, critical, usually
overbearing middle-aged girl can be brave, honest, decent, thoroughly all the way down to earth
- and such an strange personality to discover as a lead in a delusion novel. go, Molly, go!
unfortunately, i additionally came upon myself to be certainly un-charmed by means of the entire
anachronisms and whimsy. all that stuff simply felt dated, goofy, sorta cheap. like that fookin
butterfly for chrissakes. so unfunny. and judo. and "last of the red-hot swamis". and masses
more. ugh!still, a stunning booklet with a undying message. even supposing i discovered these
Das Letzte Einhorn (The Last Unicorn #1) whimsical anachronisms to be obnoxiously useful &
cutesypoo, total they did not prove being too dire and my adventure was once no longer
remotely ruined. hell, i roll my eyes at my closest associates and that i nonetheless take
pleasure in their company. this can purely be a 3-star booklet for me, yet i did love it a lot. it is
still sweetly beautiful and really charming. possibly if i used to be stoned now, i'd supply it four
stars. yet these days i purely get stoned to fact tv.
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